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W e haw found that by quickly chaoging the phase ofthe feedback f " the extemal ring it is possible to Q-switch the ring laser. Also, at fertain values afthe phase ofthe feedback in the extemal ring, instabilities in the total system occur and oscillations arise in the ring laser. This behavior is described by our thearetical models and confirmed experimentally. The theoretical dcscription involves the solution of a set of transcendental nonlinear equations, one far the laser, one for the nonlinear optical process and one for the output coupling. The couphp is wntrtilled by the transmission pmperties ofthe coupled FabryPerot-ring. The facilities of modem PC-based mathematics programs offer new possibilities for quickly and conveniently solving these equations and obtain new idomation OD the complex behavior of coupled nonlinear momtors. We have specifically considered a bow-tie unidirectional ring laser coupled to an extemal triangular Fabry-Pemt ring. At first we couple to an empty ring with an output mirror mounted on a p i d r i v e . We wry the phase by means ofa manual contml box or an electronic signal generator. 'This in lum varies the apparent reflectivity of the coupling mirrors We CM for i n s b c e cause the Imm to go below threshold by adjusting the phase of the feedback loop in such a way that the reflectivities ofthe coupling miman become high.
We can also djust the phase of the ntum path such ulat the output is optimiled.
If the phase is made to change quickly, the ring laser is observed to Q-switch just by m a s ofthe variable phase cantml. Wc have also obsnved oscillations in the syslem at ccrtnin values uf the phase.
In a further development we consider the coupled rings with a KTP-crystal insetted. The second harmonic genaalian now depends an the phasc of the harmonic signal returned to the KTPcrystal. By varying the position ofthe picw-minor, we can measure the effect of a phase variation in the h o n k feedback and optimize the efficiency ofthe nonlinear crystal.
As is well k n o w theoretically, the effect of feeding back the harmonic in the approprim phase is an apparent increase in the conversion efficiency of the crystal. 0-7803-6319-1/00/$10.0000 IEEE Tuesday / 91
